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THIS DOCUMENT MUST BE READ VERY CAREFULLY!
OUR GLOBAL PROJECT IS COMPLEX, INVOLVES SEVERAL GOVERNMENTS, THE MEDIA AND OTHER
ORGANIZATIONS. WE NEED SEVERAL EXCEPTIONAL PEOPLE. WE NEED THEM AS QUICKLY AS POSSIBLE.
WE NEED TO HEAR FROM APPLICANTS WITHIN 24 HOURS OF RECEIVING OUR INFORMATION. DELAYS IN
RESPONDING TO THE MATERIAL WE SEND MUST BE AVOIDED. BEING HARD TO REACH MUST ALSO BE
AVOIDED.

Special Assistant
“The unleashed power of the atom has changed everything save our modes of thinking. Thus we
drift towards unparalleled catastrophe.” -Albert Einstein, 1948

Key Project Points
1-There are numerous security and humanitarian challenges in
the world today going unresolved. There are terrorists seeking
Weapons of Mass Destruction, millions of refugees, chaos in
the Middle East and in Africa. There are threats from North
Korea. There are nine nuclear armed states. There are many
other serious challenges beyond these.
2-It is an absolute fact that there are dictators brutalizing
people, terrorists killing people in several countries, rogue
regimes supporting terrorist groups and criminals trafficking
people, weapons and drugs.
3-It is also a fact that government problem solvers such as
foreign policymakers, negotiators and security strategists are or
the most part, failing to prevent or resolve most of these
challenges.
4-Most government officials are well trained, dedicated,
experienced and intelligent. The most fundamental reason that

any challenge is not resolved is that the problem solver has not identified what is missing in
efforts.
5-The inability to identify what is missing is the result of common human limitations of
conscious awareness. This applies to formulating foreign policies, negotiations, developing
security strategies and many other tasks. In simple language, if you are not aware of all the
factors undermining your ability to solve problems they won’t get solved.
While our security and humanitarian challenges are expanding, the capabilities of our problem
solvers have not.
6-To remedy this critical conscious awareness shortfall, OIC is promoting the use of innovative
programs and services to government and multilateral institution officials worldwide.
The utilization of these resources provided by specialized consulting companies will make it
possible for foreign policy makers, negotiators, national security strategists and others to
produce unprecedented, major breakthroughs in security and humanitarian challenges. Our
organization’s main function in this newly developing project is to advocate the use of these
programs to officials worldwide.
Through various tasks Special Assistants support our promotion of these “outside the box”
programs. The tasks are listed below.
It is critically important that applicants clearly recognize the very high level of danger posed by
dysfunctional nuclear armed states and terrorists seeking Weapons of Mass Destruction.
Applicants should also realize that the numerous regional conflicts throughout Africa and the
Middle East can easily trigger wider conflicts involving allies. In addition, food shortages,
refugees, poverty and many other humanitarian issues also exacerbate tensions and terrorism.
Desperate people do desperate things.
Currently in this project started last year there are high ranking officials in various governments
and in multilateral institutions now such as the UN exploring the use of these breakthrough
services with us.
We have been assisted in our advocacy by famous negotiators Senator George Mitchell the
Former US Special Envoy for Middle East Peace and Former UN Under-Secretary-General
Giandomenico Picco, a super star UN negotiator from the 1980s and 90s and others.
"The answer to helplessness is not so very complicated. A man can do something for peace
without having to jump into politics. Each man has inside him a basic decency and goodness. If
he listens to it and acts on it, he is giving a great deal of what the world needs most. It takes
courage for a man to listen to his goodness and act on it.
Dare we be ourselves? This is the question that counts!"
-Pablo Casals

Typical Intern Tasks
1-Special Assistants make calls and send e-mails to government and multilateral institution
officials to explain our work in very basic terms to see if they are willing to discuss it in more
depth with the Project Coordinator and then with the Program Experts. Special Assistants based
in New York, Washington or other world capitals also meet with officials depending on project
needs.
2-Special Assistants post our volunteer positions on
university job-sites.
3-Special Assistants do various types of research related to
our project. Some research counterterrorism, national
security and UN officials. Conflicts and current government
policies and events are researched.
4-Special Assistants support our social media platforms.
5-Special Assistants research and develop global media contacts.
6-Special Assistants support the Project Coordinator in tasks related to developing alliances
with other organizations and various foreign policy and security experts.

The purpose of our interview
The purpose of our interview is for us to determine if the applicant is suitable for our mission.
This means that the applicant has already enthusiastically decided to work with us and will
agree to work with us in a professional manner.

Requirements
To be accepted intern-volunteers agree to:
1-Follow directions carefully
2-Respond to calls and e-mails the same day
3-Keep promises consistently
4-Donate a minimum of $75.00 to OIC. The donation goes to OIC’s basic operating expenses.
This can be paid in two or three payments IF necessary. Payments start on the applicant’s start
date. Donations to OIC are taxable-deductible for US taxpayers and not refundable.

Do not apply if you are unwilling to become an OIC donor.
To donate to OIC click on this link ............
http://www.oic-world-peace.org/donations.html

Telephone Interviews
Note: The purpose of the interview is also NOT to convince applicants to work with us. We
have found that applicants who need convincing are not suitable for our position.
This is an unpaid position. Since 1984 OIC has been a totally, homebased, all volunteer non-profit organization. Thus, no one in OIC is
paid.
Note: Listening to our 5 minute audio is
required. Click on the following link to
find the audio.
www.oic-world-peace.org/services.html

Intern-volunteer team members are assigned tasks to fit their personal schedule. The hours can
be days, nights and/or weekends. There are no limits to the number of hours one can work.
There are also no limits on how long one can work with us.
All intern-volunteers work from their home offices. There is no commuting to an office
involved.
We do not send anyone to other cities or other locations. We do not pay for any volunteer
expenses. However, there rarely are any expenses.

To Apply …………..FOLLOW THESE DIRECTIONS CAREFULLY
If the applicant has not already sent their resume, please send it to…………..

contact-oic@oic-world-peace.org
When sending your resume write your name, telephone no., Skype user name and the time
difference if any from the New York area in the body of your e-mail.

Also, in the body of your e-mail explain why you are specifically applying for our position.
Keep it short and to the point.
We send our information within one to three hours after receiving
resumes.
We require a call within 24 hours after the applicant receives our
information. It should take approximately one hour to go over
everything.
Our hours are from 9AM [0900] to 9PM [2100] NY time on any day to be interviewed. We are
available 7 days a week. Our telephone number is 001 856 596 6679. If you are not located in
the US or Canada you can call us via Skype.

E-mail contact-oic@oic-world-peace.org Skype oicworldpeace Site www.oic-world-peace.org

